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A PROOF OF THE PÓLYA-WIMAN CONJECTURE

YOUNG-ONE KIM

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. Let f(z) = e~az g(z) where a > 0 and g is a real entire function

of genus at most 1. It is shown that if / has only a finite number of nonreal

zeros, then its derivatives, from a certain one onward, have only real zeros.

1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with the zeros of successive derivatives of entire

functions. In order to state concisely the background of our results as well as

the results themselves, we introduce the following notations. For each connected

subset / of the real axis we define Sa'A^(I) to be the class of all entire functions

which can be uniformly approximated on disks about the origin by a sequence

of real polynomials all of whose zeros lie in the set /. We shall use the notation

AA¿P(I)* to denote the class of all entire functions that arise as products of real

polynomials and functions in A?3°(I). It is obvious that JZ3°(I) c SrA9°(I)*

and, for a nonconstant function cp in AAAP(I)*, cp is in the class AA3°(I)

if and only if cp has no zeros outside /. From Rolle's theorem, the classes

AAAP(I)* and AAAP(I) are closed under differentiation and differentiation does

not increase the number of nonreal zeros of a function in Jzi^R)*.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following conjecture of Pólya [P2]

and Wiman [Wil].

The Pólya-Wiman Conjecture. For each cp G AfA^(R)*, there is a positive integer

m such that cp{m) G-S^(R).

In fact, we will prove the following more general theorem.

Theorem 2. Let I be a connected subset of the real axis.   Then for each cp €

¿¿^(1)*, there is a positive integer m such that cp{m) g ArfA^(I).
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Among the classes Arfa0(I), ¿¿A?>(R) is called the Laguerre-Pólya class, since

a classical theorem of Laguerre [L] and Pólya [PI] asserts that y € AA¿P(R) if

and only if it can be expressed in the form

(i.i) ,(z)=czv^n(i-42/%

_2
where c, ß , a¡ are real, a > 0, n is a nonnegative integer and £\a, < °° •

(For a modern proof of this theorem, see Levin [Le, Chapter 8].) In the rest

of this paper we will use the simpler notations AtAS? and A£AP* to denote

the classes AA'¿A>(R) and Af¿A>(R)*, respectively. From (1.1) we see that for

cp € AAfAP* the order of cp is at most 2 and the genus of cp is equal to 0, 1, or

2 (for definitions, see [B]).

In 1930 Pólya [P2] proved this conjecture for functions of order less than

|, and later he extended his results to functions of order less than \ [P3].

On the other hand, in [Wil] and [Wi2], Wiman established the validity of this

conjecture for functions of the form exp(-az +ßz)cp(z), where a > 0, ß € R,

and cp is of genus zero. Recently, Craven, Csordas, and Smith proved the

conjecture for functions of genus at most 1 [CCS1, CCS2]. Therefore the only

remaining case of the conjecture is for functions of genus 2.

In §2 we will prove the Pólya-Wiman conjecture (Theorem 1). Theorem 2 is

a consequence of Theorem 1. In the proof of Theorem 1 we will require two

technical results, Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, whose proofs will be given

in §3.

2. Proof of the theorems

Let cp g AAAP*. The following proposition states that if the Pólya-Wiman

conjecture is true for cp , then the same is true for some functions in AA¿P* that

are sufficiently close to cp .

Proposition 1. Let {y/n} be a sequence of functions in AAAP and assume that

if/n —> 1 uniformly on compact sets in the plane. If cp € AtAAP* and <p{m] € AtAAP

for some positive integer m, then we can find positive integers M and N such

that

(tpip-JM) €AW»,     n>N.

To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we need the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Let cp g Jz^* . If there is a positive integer n and real numbers

yx and y2, yx < y2, such that

(D + yj)ncp€A?A?>, 7 = 1,  2, D = d/dz,

then there is a positive integer m such that cp     g Azfâ0 .

Remark 2.1. (a) In later discussions it will be convenient to denote differentia-

tion by D.
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(b) Since the classes AA'AP* and AiAAP are closed under multiplication and

differentiation, and eyz € AîAAP for each real number y, we see that these

classes are closed under the operation D + y for each real number y .

(c) Proposition 2 is a generalization of Theorem 2 of [CCS1].

Theorem 1. For each cp G SAAP*, there is a positive integer m such that cp     €

Proof. Let cp g AA?AP* be given. In [Wil] Wiman proved that if cp has only a

finite number of zeros, then our assertion is true. So we can assume that cp has

infinitely many (real) zeros. Write

cp(z)=p(z)e-a2l+ßzf[i[l-^e^,

_2
where p(z)  is a real polynomial,  a > 0,  ß,  a   G R and J2ja¡    < °°.

The function p(z)exp(-az + ßz) is in the class A&°* and has only a finite

number of zeros. By Wiman's result, there is a positive integer m, such that

Dm'p(z) exp(-az2 + ßz) € &&>.

If we set y/n(z) = Y\°°=n+x(l - z/aj)exp(z/aj), « = 1, 2,... , then each y/n

is a function in the class AifAP and y/n —► 1 uniformly on compact sets in the

plane. By Proposition 1,

Dm>p(z)e-nz2+ßz   f[   (\-AÙ,ezla>€A?&,

j=N+l   \ J/

for some positive integers m2 and N.

In [CCS1, p. 407], Craven, Csordas, and Smith proved the following lemma.

Lemma. If cp € AtAAP* and if Dmcp G SAAP for some nonnegative integer m,

then for any a gR, Dm+X (z + a)cp(z) € AAA? .

Using this lemma, we have

Dm>+Np(z)e-nz2+ßz   f[   (l-±\ez/a'l\(l-^]€AA'^,

that is,

Z)m¡+V>(z)e^,

where y0 = - J2. , a . From Proposition 1, we get an e > 0 and a positive

integer m3 suchthat Dm} e\p(yz)cp(z) €At?¿A> whenever |y-70| < e. Therefore

we can find distinct real numbers yx and y2 such that Dm^ exp(y -z)cp(z) G

HAS6 , j =1,2, that is,

(D + y^cpeAf^,        7 = 1,2.

Finally, Proposition 2 gives the desired result.   D
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Theorem 2. Let I be a connected subset of the real axis. Then for each cp €

AA3°(I)*, there is a positive integer m such that <p € ÁtAAP(I).

Proof. First consider the case when / = (-00, a], a € R. Let cp € Jz^(-oo, a]*.

Since ^^(-00, a]* c -220s*, Theorem 1 implies that <9(W|) G SS& for some

positive integer mx . From the fact that Jz^(-oo, a]* is closed under differen-

tiation, we have cp l € HAS6TiJ2?AP(-oc, a]*. Hence we can find a real number

b, a <b, such that cp{m^] €5A&(-oo, b].

It is well known [Le, Chapter 8] that for a nonconstant entire function /,

/ g JzS^-oo, b] if and only if / can be represented in the form

f(z) = eazg(z),

where a > 0 and g is an entire function of genus zero which has no zeros

outside the interval (-00, b]. From this result we see that if cp ' has no

zeros or is a polynomial, then our assertion is obvious.

Let cp(m,) = y/ be transcendental, and assume that y has a zero. Then it is

easy to see that each y/(n), «=1,2,..., has at least one zero. Since each y/(n)

is in the class SrAA^(-oo, b], it must have the largest zero cn, n = 0, 1,2, ... .

Moreover we have cn+x <cn, « = 0,1,2,....

We next claim that

(2.1) lim c  = -00.

Assume, on the contrary, that lim cn = c > -co. Let x be an arbitrary real

number greater than c0 . Since y(n)(cn) = 0, « = 0,1, 2, ... , we have

y(x)= f /"' ... /"'""' w(n)(tn)dtn---dt2dtx,
Jc0  Jc{ Jc„-\

and from this formula we get the following estimate

« = 2,3,

M_.

(x-c)<R   and    -J-<-p=,        «=1,2,

(2.2) |^(X)|<_2L(X_C)";        «=1,2,...,

where Mn = max{\y/ (t)\: c < t < x}, n = 1,2,... . On the other hand,

Cauchy's integral formula gives positive numbers M and R which satisfy

MR<M

n\   - Rn

Hence the right-hand side of (2.2) tends to zero as « —► 00. Since x, x >

c0, is arbitrary we see that y/(x) = 0 for x > cQ and hence y = 0. This

contradiction shows that (2.1) is true.

Consequently we have proved that if cp g =S^(-oo, a]*, then for any c,

c < a, there is a positive integer m such that cp{m) g -S^(-oo, c] . Using the

same argument, we can prove that if cp € AA3^[a, 00)*, then for any c, c > a ,

there is a positive integer m such that cp € A?&[c, 00). From these results

our assertion is obvious.   D

Remark 2.2. The proof of Theorem 2 shows that for each cp g JzK^-oo, a]*,

the final set of cp (for the definition, see [P4]) is empty.
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3. Proof of the propositions

We begin this section with a brief review of those properties of functions in

the class AiAAP* that will be used hereafter.

Let cp € SAAP*, and let a ± //? , j = 1, ... , d, be the nonreal zeros of cp .

Then cp must be of the form

cp(z) = cznp(z)e-az2+ßzY[(l-f)ezla',

fe  V      ak)
_2

where c, ß , and ak are real, a > 0, n is a nonnegative intger, J2 ak < oo,

and p(z) = Y\j=x((z-a j) +ß. ). A simple calculation shows that the imaginary

part of the logarithmic derivative cp'/cp of cp cannot be equal to zero in the set

{x + iy: y ¿ 0 and (x - a})2 +y2 > ß2, j =1, ... ,d}.

Since StfáP* is closed under differentiation, an inductive argument gives the

following theorem.

Jensen-Nagy-Walsh Theorem. Let cp € ¿zfa?* and let a-±iß-, j = 1, ... , d,

be the nonreal zeros of cp . If z = x + iy is a nonreal zero of cp" , then there is

an integer j, 1 < j < d, such that

(x-aj)2/k+y2<ß2.

Lemma 1. Let yi €A¿P¿A> and assume that y/ is not a polynomial. Then for any

positive number A there is a positive integer N such that y/ has only simple

zeros in the interval (—Ay/ñ, Ay/ñ) whenever « > N.

Proof. For yi(z) = ceaz our assertion is trivial. If yi is not of this form, we

have D(y/'/y/)(x) < 0, whenever x € R and ^(x) ^ 0. Therefore, in any

connected component of the set {x: x € R, y/( \x) ^ 0} , y/{ +1) has at most

one zero, counting multiplicities.

Now, to get a contradiction, assume that our assertion is not true. Then

from the above argument, there is a positive number A and a strictly increasing

sequence {«•} of positive integers such that in each interval (-Ay/ñ~, A^/Wj),

there is a zero b- of y/ whose multiplicity is greater than n}. + 1. Moreover

we can assume that bt ^ 6. for i ^ j .

Let ax , a2, ...  be the zeros of y/ . Since yi € AîAAP , we have

oo > J2 aJ2 > £("; + l)bJ2 > H("> + V(A\/ñ¡)~2 = °°-
a^O OJO

This is the desired contradiction.   D

Proposition 1. Let {y/n} be a sequence of functions in ACS0 and assume that

y/n —y 1 uniformly on compact sets in the plane. If cp € AASP* and cp(m) € IrAS0

for some positive integer m, then we can find positive integers M and N such

that
(cpy/n)(M) €£?&,        n>N.
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Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that all the nonreal zeros of

cp , and hence those of cpy/n, n = 1, 2, ... , are in the unit disk \z\ < 1 .

Since cp € AifAP, Lemma 1 gives a positive integer M, M > m , such that

cp has only simple zeros in the interval (-\/M + 1, \/M + 1). Let / be the

number of (simple) zeros of y> in (-y/M + 1, \JM + 1). From the interme-

diate value theorem, (cpy/nfM) will have at least / zeros in (-\/M + 1, VM + 1)

as soon as « becomes sufficiently large.

On the other hand, the Jensen-Nagy-Walsh theorem states that the nonreal

zeros of each (cpy/n) , « = 1,2,..., must lie in the disk \z\ < \/M + 1, and

from Hurwitz's theorem, çr and (cpy/n) have the same number of zeros

in \z\ < \/M + 1 for all sufficiently large « .

Therefore, for all sufficiently large «, (cpy/n)      has exactly / zeros in \z\ <

\/M + 1, at least / real zeros in \z\ < \/M + 1, and no nonreal zeros outside

\z\<y/M+l, that is, (cpy/n)(M) € Sfâ0 .   u

In the proof of Proposition 2, we will require the following lemmas.

Lemma 2. Let cp G AAAP* and assume that each cp , « = 1,2,..., has exactly

2d, d > 0, nonreal zeros. If there are real numbers yx and y2, yx < y2, such

that (D + y -)cp € AAS?, j = 1,2, then there is a constant c such that each cp(n),

«=1,2,..., has no zeros outside the strip |3z| < c/n .

This lemma, but with a restriction on the order of cp, has been proved by

Craven, Csordas, and Smith [CCS1, (3.49), p. 428]. This lemma is proved by

using the same argument as in the original proof, except that a refinement of

[CCS1, Lemma 3, p. 411] is now required. The upper bound in that lemma

must be recognized to be 2d+l when cp has infinitely many zeros. See [CCS2].

Lemma 3. Let f be an entire function of finite order and assume that j(zn) =

0, « = 0, 1,2,.... If there is a constant c such that

(3.1) ÍVi-z»l<p        «=1,2,...,

then / = 0.

Proof. For an entire function g and a positive real number r, define M(r ; g),

as usual, M(r; g) = max{|g(z)|: \z\ = r}. Since / is of finite order, there is a

positive number A such that

(3.2) M(r;f)<exp(rA),

for all sufficiently large r.

Fix a complex number z and let

'„ = |z| + |z-z0| + |z0-z1| + --- + |ztt_2-zfl_1|, « = 2, 3, ....

Since jin)(zn) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, ... , we get

f(z)= f fc'... fi""f{n)(cn)dcn---dc2di:
Jzn Jz, J z.   ,

'I 2   3
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and from this formula we get

Mit ■ ¿"h
(3.3) |/(z)| <      l y     V, « = 2,3,....

Let {Rn} be an arbitrary sequence of real numbers such that tn < Rn,

« = 1,2,.... From Cauchy's integral formula, we have

M(tn;fn))      M(Rn;f)

and from (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain

(3-4) \f(z)\ < .?**•*)   ,        « = 2,3,...,

whenever Rn becomes sufficiently large.

On the other hand, (3.1) implies that there is a constant B such that tn <

B log « for large « . If we set Rn = (B log «)2, « = 2,3,..., then tn < Rn for

large « , and a simple calculation shows that the right-hand side of (3.4) tends

to zero as « —» oo. Since z is arbitrary, this gives the desired result.   D

Remark 3.1. Lemma 3 is a special case of Theorem III of [G].

Proposition 2. Let cp g AfAAP*. If there is a positive integer n and two real

numbers yx and y2, yx<y2, such that

(D + yj)ncp€AA&,        7 = 1,2,

then there is a positive integer m such that <p{m] € AÎA3P .

Proof. The following proof is based on an induction on « .

(I) Assume y, < y2 and (D + y.)tp g AîAAP , J = 1,2.   Suppose, on the

contrary, that there is no integer m such that cp G AAAP . Since differentiation

does not increase the number of nonreal zeros of a function in the class AA'AA'*,

we may assume, without loss of generality, that each cp, « = 0,1,2,...,

has exactly 2d, d > 0, nonreal zeros. Then using the Jensen-Nagy-Walsh

theorem, we obtain a sequence {zn} of complex numbers such that each zn is

a nonreal zero of <p and

(3.5) \zn+x-zn\<\3zn\,        « = 0,1,2,....

From Lemma 2, there is a constant c such that |3zn| < c/n, n = 1,2,....

Hence, (3.5) implies that \zn_x - z\ < 3c/n ,« = 2,3,.... Since the order of

cp is at most 2, Lemma 3 implies that cp = 0. This is the desired contradiction.

(II) Suppose that our assertion is true for 1 < n < k-1 and that (D+yA cp €

AASP, 7 = 1,2, for some real numbers y. and y2, yx < y2. Since

(D + y/-X(D + yx)(D + y2)ç€Af^,        7 = 1,2,

the induction hypothesis implies that there is a positive integer mx such that

(D + yx)(D + y2)cp(m^ = £>m' (D + yx)(D + y2)cp G 2&>.
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Then we have

(D + yj)k-\D + yx)tp{m<] €AA&,       j = 1, 2,

and
(D + yj)k-X(D + y2)tp{m')€¿^>,        j = 1, 2.

Again by the induction hypothesis, we get positive integers «î2 and «73 such

that

{D + 7])/W t {D + y2)^(«,+«,) e 2p%

Let m4 = max(«Zj +m2, mx+ m3). Then

{D + yj)tlm¿e3&>,      7 = 1,2,

and hence there is a positive integer m , m>mA, such that

cp(m)€AA&.   u
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